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Waveplates are optical elements that are mainly
used to tailor the polarization of collimated
optical beams. Their use is as spread as that of the
polarization of light. As a result, the market offers an
overwhelming amount of options. Here we explain
how to navigate through this sea of possibilities.
https://doi.org/10.1051/photon/202010453

L

ight beams are electromagnetic (EM) fields fulfilling Maxwell equations.
For non-relativistic applications, they can be described
with an electric and a magnetic field.
The magnetic field of light tends to
be negligible compared to the electric field, and in the remaining of
the article it will be neglected. The
electric field is a three dimensional
vector function, which is described
as a function of space and time, i.e.
E(r,t)=(E1(r,t), E2(r,t), E3(r,t)). Yet for
many optical applications, in particular in all of those where the light beam
is collimated, the electric field can be
described within the paraxial approximation. In this approximation, and assuming a monochromatic response,
E(r,t) can be expressed as a transverse
scalar function times a unitary two-dimensional vector, i.e. E(r,t)=E(x,y)
exp(ikzz-iωt)u, where u=uxx+uyy is
referred to as the polarization vector.

Image adapted from http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/phyopt/quarwv.html

Within the paraxial regime, the polarization vector u and the transverse
spatial pattern of the beam E(x,y) can
be modified independently. Let us
emphasize that this is not the case for

non-paraxial or tightly focused beams.
That is why, within the paraxial approximation, modifying E(x,y) does
not affect the polarization vector u,
and modifying the polarization vector

Figure 1.
A linearly polarized collimated beam propagates through a half-wave plate. The
optical axis of the waveplate forms an angle θ with the polarization of the incoming
beam. As a result, the polarization of the output beams is rotated by an angle 2θ
with respect to the input beam. Image adapted from [5].
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u does not affect E(x,y). This property
is widely used in optical experiments.
Whereas E(x,y) can be modified with
many different methods, e.g. waveguides, spatial filters, holograms [1],
SLMs [2], etc., u is mostly tailored
by linear polarizers and waveplates.
The operations carried out by linear
polarizers and waveplates are fundamentally different: while waveplates
carry out unitary transformations, i.e.
they do not modify |E(x,y)|, linear polarizers act as projectors and they can
modify E(x,y) [3]. In this article, we
will focus our attention on waveplates.
Let’s consider a monochromatic paraxial beam E in(r,t)=E(x,y)
exp(ikzz-iωt)(uxx+uyy) with|u|2=1.
When Ein goes through a piece of homogeneous and isotropic material of
thickness d, it is known that the beam
picks up a phase [4]. That is, at the exit
of the material, Eout=Ein exp(-inkd),
where n is the index of refraction of
the material, and k the wavenumber
of the beam. The phase picked up
by the beam is the same for the two
polarization components (x and y),
and it is proportional to both the
thickness of the material d, as well as
its index of refraction n. Now, let us
imagine that the index of refraction
of this material of thickness d was
such that it was nx/ny for the x/y polarization components. In that case,
Eout=E(x,y)exp(ikzz-iωt) (uxoutx+uyouty),
x/y
with u out
=exp(-inx/y kd)ux/y . As a result, ux ⁄ uy ≠u xout / u yout. That is, the propagation of a paraxial beam through
a medium whose index of refraction
depends on the polarization direction changes the polarization state
of the beam. These media are called
anisotropic, because the index of
refraction depends on the polarization direction. Waveplates are optical
elements made of anisotropic materials which are designed to tailor the
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Figure 2.
A circularly polarized beam is transformed
into a linearly polarized beam and back to a
circularly polarized beam by two quarter-wave
plates. Image adapted from [6].

polarization state of a paraxial beam
in a certain way. There exist different kinds of waveplates, depending
on the kind of polarization transformation that they carry out. Next, we
will explore the properties of three
different kinds of waveplates: halfwave plates, quarter-wave plates, and
radial polarizers.

HALF-WAVE PLATES

Half-wave plates are birefringent
materials, i.e. an anisotropic material
with two different indexes of refraction, which are used as polarization
rotators. Polarization rotators take a
linearly polarized state and rotate it
to yield another linear polarized state
rotated by 2θ. A rotation by an angle 2θ
implies that the fast axis of the waveplate and the polarization direction of
the incoming beam form an angle of θ
(see Fig. 1). Half-wave plates can also
be used to transform a right circularly
polarized beam into a left circularly
polarized beam or vice versa.

QUARTER-WAVE PLATES

Quarter-wave plates are birefringent
materials which are a particular case
of polarization retarders. Assuming
that the fast axis of the polarization
retarder is along x, then the polarization retarder takes a polarization
state uin=uxx+uyy and transforms it
into a state uout=uxx+eiΓuyy. Quarterwave plates are polarization retarders
with a phase lag Γ=kd(nx-ny)=π/2.
This is equivalent to say that the retardance, which is defined as d(nx-ny)
is equal to λ/4. Hence, when the

incoming beam is linearly polarized
and its polarization state forms and
angle of 45 degrees with respect to
the fast axis of the waveplate, then
the output is a circularly polarized
beam (see Fig. 2). The inverse transformations are also possible, i.e. an
incoming circularly polarized beam
will be transformed into a linearly
polarized beam (see Fig. 2).

LIQUID CRYSTAL POLARIZERS

Even if they are not typically called
waveplates, one could consider liquid
crystal polarizers to be waveplates
too. As mentioned earlier, (linear)
polarizers carry out projection transformations: not only they change the
polarization state of a beam, but also
they modify the value of E(x,y). In
contrast, waveplates carry out unitary
transformations which turn a polarization state into another. Liquid crystal
polarizers do exactly this. The difference between them and the two previously mentioned waveplates is that
liquid crystal polarizers are non-homogeneous. That is, the polarization
change given by the liquid crystal polarizers potentially changes point to
point, whereas the polarization change
given by half and quarter-wave plates
is the same for all the points of the material. This allows for the realization of
more complex polarization states such
as azimuthal or radial (see Fig. 3).

I WOULD LIKE TO BUY SOME
WAVEPLATES. WHAT SPECS
SHOULD I BE LOOKING AT?
As it always happens when thinking
about a purchase, making a good
decision is not a simple task. Due to
the large amount of waveplates that
can be found in the market, the task
might even become overwhelming
when we are constrained by a limited
budget. Next, we show the most important parameters that we need to
look at when purchasing waveplates,
and we give some tips and perspectives to help our readers to make an
informed choice.
Retardance. The retardance is the
parameter that defines the behaviour
of the waveplate. Half-wave plates
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have a theoretical retardance of λ/2 and
quarter-wave plates of λ/4. Liquid crystals are a bit more complex as they are
not uniform. Make sure that you choose
the right retardance for your application.
Wavelength. As it was shown
above, the phase that a beam picks
up going through a medium is linearly proportional to k =2π/λ, where λ
is the wavelength of the beam.
Consequently, the retardance of waveplates is defined for a single specific wavelength. Hence, make sure that you choose
a waveplate that has been designed to
work at your operating wavelength.
Transmission. Waveplates absorb
and reflect some of the incoming light.
Even if waveplates tend to have transmissions over 90–95% for their design
wavelength, their transmission at your
operating wavelength might vary in a few
%. If losing a few % of your power might be detrimental for your goal, do not
forget to look at the transmission curves
of waveplates.
Damage threshold. Waveplates, as any
others optical elements, can be damaged
by high power lasers. Most of waveplates
will not be damaged if the power of the
laser is below 100 mW. But make sure that
you take the damage threshold into account if you are using a high power laser.
Clear aperture. Most of waveplates
are sold in Ø1/2" or Ø1" mounts, yet
their clear aperture can vary depending
on the manufacturer. Make sure that
you choose a clear aperture that is wide
enough for your beam waist.
Temperature. Even if the variations
are not as significant as those with respect to the wavelength, the retardance of
waveplates depends on the temperature.
Take this into account especially if you do
not work at room temperature.

Spectral behaviour. The retardance
and transmission of a waveplate are
sensitive to wavelength variations.
Depending on how sensitive they are
to wavelength variations, manufacturers tend to group waveplates in three
categories: achromatic, zero order and
low order. Achromatic waveplates are
the least wavelength-sensitive among
the three. Typically, they are needed for
experiments that require polarization
control at multiple wavelengths. Zero
order waveplates are more sensitive to
the wavelength than the achromatic
ones, but they can still be used with
broadband lasers. Low order waveplates
are well suited for monochromatic lasers. Here, it is important to note that
most waveplate manufacturers do not
usually make waveplates for any kind of
wavelength (There are some exceptions,
such as Solid Photon or Optique Fichou).
That is, waveplate producers tend to
make waveplates (with different specs)
at certain common wavelengths such
as 405, 488, 532, 633, 780 nm, etc. If your
operating wavelength is different, you
might struggle to find a waveplate made
for that wavelength. Yet, if you just need
to create a certain fixed polarization
state, and do not need to dynamically
control it while your experiment is running, then you can easily overcome this
drawback. The phase lag of waveplates
Γ = kd(n1-n2) is designed so that they
work at normal incidence. Therefore,
if we tilt the waveplate, which effectively
reduces the thickness d, we can effectively adjust Γ to the desired value. It
is important to bear this in mind when
purchasing a waveplate.
Delivery time. Some manufacturers
do not have large stocks and make waveplates on demand. Take into account that

Figure 3.
A linearly polarized beam (A) interacts with a liquid crystal polarizer oriented as in B. The
interaction yields a radial polarized beam (C). Adapted from [7].
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MANUFACTURER

PRODUCTS

DELIVERY TIME

PRICE RANGE

Foctek Photonics, Inc.

λ/2 and λ/4. Low order, zero
order and achromatic.

1-5 weeks

30-500€

Kevin Chi, kevin.chi@foctek.com
sales@foctek-lens.com
+86-591-38266618

EKSMA Optics, UAB

λ/2 and λ/4. Low order, zero
order and achromatic.

1-8 weeks

100-500€

Povilas Ziedelis,
p.ziedelis@eksmaoptics.com
+370.5.2729900

Fuzhou Solid
Photon Inc.

λ/2 and λ/4. Low order, zero
order and achromatic.

1-6 weeks

150-500€

+86 591 87886596
sales@solid-photon.com

Lambda Research
Optics, Inc.

λ/2 and λ/4. Low order and
zero order.

1-8 weeks

200-400€

+1 714 327 0600
sales@lambda.cc

Optique Fichou

λ/2 and λ/4. Low order, zero
order and achromatic.

1-8 weeks

100->10000€

Thorlabs, Inc.

λ/2 and λ/4. Low order, zero
order and achromatic.
Liquid Crystal Polarizers.

0-2 weeks

200-1000€

sales.fr@thorlabs.com
+33 (0) 970 444 844

Newport Corporation

λ/2 and λ/4. Low order, zero
order and achromatic.

0-3 weeks

200-1600€

+33 1 60 91 68 68
https://www.newport.com/contact-us

ARCoptix S.A

Liquid Crystal Polarizers

1-4 weeks

1500-3500€

info@arcoptix.com
+41 32 731 04 66

the delivery time can reach 8 weeks
some times.
Price. Due to the large diversity
of features and produces, prices of
waveplates vary tremendously. Their
price can go from less than 100 € for
low order waveplates to more than
1000 € for the achromatic ones.
Liquid crystal polarizers are more
expensive and their price can go
up to more than 3000 €. As a rule of
thumb, two parameters have a clear
impact on the price: clear aperture
and spectral behaviour. Wider clear
apertures are usually more expensive. And wavelength sensitivity
makes the price goes down, i.e. the
cost of achromatic waveplates is higher than that of zero order, and the
cost of zero order is higher than that
of low order.

CONCLUSION

Waveplates are optical elements that
are used to transform the polarization state of collimated optical beams
in a controlled fashion. The polarization transformations are done without changing the intensity pattern
of the beam. The market offers a
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huge variety of options both for the
features and the quality (and price)
of waveplates. As a result, choosing
the right waveplate for a given application and budget is not an easy
task. Some of the parameters that
one needs to take into account are:
retardance, wavelength and spectral variations, transmission, clear
aperture and delivery time. In the
previous pages, we have described

CONTACT

Guillaume Dubois
guillaume.dubois@optiquefichou.fr
optiquefichou@optiquefichou.fr
+33(0)146661518

these parameters and have given
some advice so that our readers can
make an informed choice if they ever
need to purchase some waveplates.
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NEW PRODUCTS

QUANTUM ANALYZER

High-Resolution Photometer

The Zurich Instrument SHFQA Quantum Analyzer provides a qubit readout system designed for experimentalists working on superconducting or spin qubits. The
SHFQA combines signal generation at microwave frequencies with direct qubit readout and real-time multi-state discrimination. This quantum analyzer operates
at up to 8.5GHz and can perform direct readout of superconducting and spin qubits. The SHFQA can read
out the state of up to 64 qubits, 32 qubits or 20 ququads
in real time and with optimal signal-to-noise ratio.
https://www.zhinst.com/europe

This F-712.IRP
photometer detects an optical
input signal and
converts it into a
precision, logarithmic voltage
signal with high
resolution. The optical power meter is used to find the
maximum optical intensity quickly when integrated in
fully automatic, optical FMPA alignment systems. The
logarithmic scaling of the output signal is particularly
advantageous for fast scans because the signal strength
can fluctuate by several orders of magnitude within a few
milliseconds. The large wavelength range of the photometer enables working in both the visible and infrared
range without switching.
https://www.physikinstrumente.com/en/products/

Hyperspectral SWIR Camera
The new hyperspectral camera HySpex SWIR-640 offers 640 spatial pixels and 360 spectral
bands, while maintaining a high spectral fidelity and optical quality. The SWIR-640 camera,
with its sharper optics and PSF (Point Spread Function) of 1.2 pixels in the field of view and
for all wavelengths, reduces spatial and spectral misregistration to less than 10%. The SWIR640 can be used in all field, lab, and airborne applications. It is ideal for high-end researchers
and commercial operations working in geology, vegetation, military, mining, food-quality
and other fields where the accuracy and reliability of imaging data is crucial.
https://www.hyspex.com/

DIGITAL CMOS CAMERA
FLHamamatsu introduces the ORCA-Fusion
BT Digital CMOS camera
C15440-20UP, a scientific
camera with specifications without compromise: ultra-low readout
noise, CCD-like uniformity, fast frame rates and back-thinned enabled high
QE. This combination of high photon detection and
collection offers unique capabilities to see the dimmest whisper of signal, acquire visually stunning and
high S/N images from the fewest photons, capture
previously unresolved temporal events and perform
computational methods with confidence.
www.hamamatsu.com

SWIR-HR wavefront sensor
The SID4 SWIR-HR wavefront
sensor integrates Phasics patented technology with a high
quality InGaAs detector. It ensures accurate wavefront analysis in SWIR source and lens
testing in an extended spectral
range from 0.9 to 1.7µm. The SID4 SWIR-HR covers NIR and
SWIR regions without any calibration. Its high resolution –
160 x 128 phase pixels – associated with a high sensitivity – <
2nm phase noise through the whole spectral range – makes
the SID4 SWIR-HR suitable to low energy IR sources. It is
compact and self-referenced for an easy set-up.
http://phasicscorp.com/
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